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Travel Tips from the
Doctor’s Desk
Global Traveler
Planning a trip? Did You Forget Something?
The perceived priorities in planning a trip are often misguided. Most big trips are
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planned well in advance with considerations for the method of transportation,
the accommodation, tours and sightseeing opportunities, and purchasing and
packing the correct clothing and equipment. One of the biggest factors which
could affect your trip is overlooked or minimized: Health risks at the destination!
This could be due to lack of information or simply over budgeting for all the
other checklist items. It could be risky to travel without a pre travel consult.
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Negative Outcomes of Typical Trip Planning Pyramid
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Falling ill on a trip can create panic and uncertainty. The trip you have dreamed of,
planned and paid for could be ruined. You now have to seek medical attention where
access is limited and risky. How do you return home? Will you be allowed to board the
flight? Did you contract something contagious? Are treatments available at your
location. Many questions will arise and this can be the beginning of a nightmare! Even
after returning home you may need prolonged and expensive follow up treatment .

We Enable Healthy Travel- We Can Help You
At Global Traveler a personalized destination specific health assessment is
done using specialized database tools and CDC recommendations. This
evaluation is used to make recommendations for your trip. These may be
vaccines, travel related prescriptions, health and safety precautions used
in combination. In addition, educational pamphlets are also provided. Our
locations are NYS Certified Yellow Fever Vaccination Centers. Travel
medical supplies like mosquito nets, medical kits, water purification tools,
repellents for: Dengue, Zika, Chikungunya, ticks, chiggers, mites,
Real issues/ cost mosquitoes, are always available on site.

associated with travel STAY HEALTHY – SEE US BEFORE YOU TRAVEL- WE HAVE BEEN HELPING
illness- An ounce of TRAVELERS STAY HEALTHY SINCE 1996
prevention is worth a
pound of cure!
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